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PREFACE

Being the Hong Kong’s first “Live Games” event team, E&T 
has been creating and collecting innovative carnival 
activities. Adhering to the principle of positive innovation and 
having the in-depth experience in planning group activities, 
we will undoubtly be creating a unique style for you; with full 
enjoyment of achievements and joyful activities.

In the 2018 World Cup, there will be all kinds of activities 
related to football. E&T would keep up with the trend of 
providing innovative football activities for its clients and 
participants. We would also endeavour to work with our 
clients to provide “Live Games” to the public

“Unleash your inspiration for innovation; ‘Live Games’ is your 
choice of experience.”



FOOT SPORTS LIVE GAMES

E&T has organizing different soccer activities for this program.



FOOT SPORTS LIVE GAMES

Foot Darts

Darts you can play with your feet!? YES! A great way to practice your goal kicking 

skills and target aiming. Fun interactive game for kids and adults of all ages and 

perfect for any skill level. It is the newest sporting craze gaining national attention.

Reference- https://www.eandt.com.hk/foot-darts 

https://www.eandt.com.hk/kin-ball


FOOT SPORTS LIVE GAMES

Keeper Vortex/ 龍門360

Keeper Vortex is an inflatable sports with a build in 

electronic system. This advanced electronic system can 

allow the participants to experience the speed and the 

agility that a goalkeeper should have. 

Reference -https://www.eandt.com.hk/keeper360

https://www.eandt.com.hk/keeper360


FOOT SPORTS LIVE GAMES

Keeper Chow Down 

Keeper Chow Down is the latest 4-player snatch game that involves speed, strength 
and agility. The innovative game system can give the participants a taste of what footballers’ 

training is like - sprint and explosive training. Keeper Chow Down is a large inflatable game 

which is also very eye-catching.

Reference -
https://www.eandt.com.hk/keeperchowdown

https://www.eandt.com.hk/keeperchowdown


FOOT SPORTS LIVE GAMES

Soccer 9 

The goal will separate out into to nine 

grid and each grid has a different 

score. Soccer nine is like a shooting 

training of football player

Reference-

https://www.eandt.com.hk/soccer-9

Soccer Bowling

Combining Soccer & Bowling 

together to be a innovative 

activities, Soccer Bowling is 

Up to 8m alley.

Pool Soccer 

Pool soccer a hybrid 

between snooker and 

soccer, and it is a game 

for all ages with very little 

activity involved
Reference -
https://www.eandt.com.h

k/pool-soccer

https://www.eandt.com.hk/soccer-9
https://www.eandt.com.hk/pool-soccer


WORK EXPERIENCE
Event Date Company No. participants Location 

2017-Apr-29 Hong Kong Playground Association 500 Tsz Wan Shan Tsz Ching estate

2017-Jun-25 Yuen Long Youth Festival 2000 Tin Sau Road Park

2017-Jul-16 Police Sports and Recreation Club 200 Police Officer Club (POC)

2017-Sep-09 Bank of China (Hong Kong) 100 King’s Park

2017-Sep-23 HSBC 100 Youth Outreach

2017-Dec-03 A point production limited 2000 Victoria Park football court

2017-Dec-15 CSM Sport & Entertainment 150 Hong Kong Football Club
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